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The Worth Account, from Worth Unlimited is an intuitive, web based financial management

system that works like a "GPS" - getting you to the quickest way to zero debt, paying the least

amount in interest.

Whether you are a client, or one of our many referral sources, we hope this blog will help you get your questions answered, learn about the

history of Worth Unlimited, and get insights into how to live a debt free life, set solid financial goals, REACH them, and help others to do the

same. If you have any questions, you may reach Sue at: unlimitedworth@gmail.com or by phone at: 407-443-0348
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The History of the Worth Account

Worth Unlimited is owned and was founded by Skyler Whittman and John

Washenko.  In 2008, they, and their co-founders, were awarded the

prestigious Ernst & Young “Entrepreneur of the Year” Award in Financial

Services in the Utah region for their work developing what is now called “The

Worth Account.”

Friends since childhood, they learned what debt can do to a family when

both their families lost their homes to foreclosure and they had to move. 

That helped the two to develop a tremendous dislike of debt and a passion

for helping others to avoid it.

As young adults, the two friends went into business together, opening a

mortgage company with the vision of helping young families, like each of

theirs, get a start in life.  Within three years, their mortgage company

“Accelerated Equity” had distinguished itself as one of the fastest growing

mortgage companies in Utah. However, Skyler and John were not achieving

the complete vision they had hoped for.  Despite coaching clients with

financial strategies to help their clients get out of debt and pay off their

homes early, they watched in dismay as clients came back to them to

refinance over, and over again – generally to cover expanding consumer and

credit card debt.

Additionally Skyler and John watched in dismay as the national trends toward

ever expanding personal debt meant that more and more people were living

paycheck to paycheck, less American's had any personal savings or

retirement plan and more and more families were facing financial

challenges. With average personal debt exceeding over $43,874 per person,

and with financial stress quoted as being one of the leading causes of

divorce, Skyler and John saw this as being the single greatest threat to the

American family.

~~ They knew there had to be a BETTER way.

More than just a financial one, this became a moral mission. They went on a

quest to find a way to help clients to be more successful with managing their

finances, looking for financial tools that could help as well.  With mortgages

being the single biggest debt most of us will ever have, they focused their

research there. In doing so they learned about the “offset mortgages” being

used in Australia and the U.K. (now, offset mortgages make up the majority

of mortgages in those countries), and they recognized that – mathematically

at least – the offset mortgage was vastly superior to the amortized mortgages

we have here in the United States. They also could see there were two

problems to be faced.  One was… we didn’t HAVE those mortgages here in

the U.S. and the second, biggest problem, even if we did, without good

financial discipline, an offset mortage loses it’s financial advantage.

But John, being a self-professed “math geek” (he also shares credit with

Skyler’s wife), went about designing a software program that would allow

the user to mimic the mathmatical advantages of the offset mortgage, but

with psychological tools built into it that make it easy for clients to be more

financially disciplined and motivated.

~~ GREAT RESULTS!

Thus, what was then called, “The Money Merge Account” was born in 2004.

Marketing it under the name United First Financial, the company did a “test

run” with 400 clients in the Colorado and Utah area and discovered amazing

results.  Not only were clients “sticking to” the program (over 95% still using
the program regularly 4 years out), but the average client was achieving

20% BETTER savings than was projected for them (with their free Savings

Analysis) when they got on the program! 

~~ Results for the average client include:

Savings of over $120,232

30 year mortgages paid off in 7-11 years

All debt paid off, credit cards, car loans, student debt, etc.

Amortized, that's over $900 in interest savings for each month of

program use.

95% of clients "stick to" the program

Average client gets 20% better savings than projected

70,000 clients as of 2012

"A" rating in the Better Business Bureau

The great results achieved by the program brought the company a lot of

recognition.  The Ernst & Young award and the “Editors Choice Award”

from Personal Real Estate Investor magazine, are just two examples. 

Additionally, the company was featured on the covers of several national

financial and real estate related magazines, even attracting the attention of

noted “gurus” like Mark Victor Hansen, “One Minute Millionaire” &
“Chicken Soup for the Soul” and T.Harv Eker, “Secrets of the Millionaire

Mind.”

The first version of the program utilized a HELOC (home equity line of credit)

in order to mimic the offset mortgages math advantage.  Other debt got paid

off by rolling it into the equity line (also producing tax advantages). 

However, while the program got great results, saving (on average) more than

15-20 years on a 30 year mortgage, Skyler and John had an even bigger vision

for the program.

Now, 8 years later, the newly “branded” 5th generation of the program
has been unveiled under a new name – “The Worth Account.”

Superior features have been added to the Worth Account, making the

program a great tool, not just for personal finance – but also for BUSINESS

finance.  Reporting features allow a client to manage both the finances of

their business or organization, and their personal finances too – yet print out

separate reports at year-end for tax purposes.

Cloud based integration with over 13,000 banking institutions means users

can also pull all their accounts into one “dashboard” and sync right with

their accounts for purposes of automatic updating.

There is all new PROGRAMMING for debt payoff as well.  The best way to

describe it is like a “GPS” system – but for your finances.  Pulling all your

information on various debts, interest rates, payment amounts, income

frequency and amounts into one “financial brain” – the program uses

factorial math algorithms to calculate the quickest way to zero debt, paying

the least in interest.  Additionally it suggests movements of money from one

account to another in order to manipulate the interest paid to YOUR

advantage.

No longer does the program need a line of credit to operate, 95% of

customers are activating it using just the accounts they already have in place

(though adding a line of credit down the road, will add a mathmatical savings

advantage).

~~ New Pricing!

Best of all, there's a whole new pricing structure based on how much the

program saves.  There are THREE versions of the program...  Consumer Debt

(no mortgages), Homeowners (1-2 mortgages) and Investor (3 or more

mortgages), and each is priced differently and "capped" - meaning clients

never pay more than about 3% of their projected, guaranteed savings, but

could also pay as low as 1/2 of 1%. Would YOU invest $3 if you knew you'd be

guaranteed to save $100? Would you invest 50 cents?

~~ Refer & Earn!

A tool + income! Our all new “Refer & Earn” marketing program rewards

clients when they refer others, allowing them to earn referral “commissions”

by simply recommending a friend get a FREE Savings Analysis. This means you

could easily earn more in referral fees than your investment in the program

cost you – making your program virtually free!  Now Worth Unlimited is able

to place in a clients hands not only a tool to make it easy for them to reach

their financial goals... but also an additional source of revenue (that requires

very little effort) to help them reach those goals even faster!  

~~ Are YOU debt free?

Good stewardship of money starts at home. Is YOUR house paid for? The best

way to really understand how truly powerful this program is, is to see YOUR

own numbers in black and white.  See when you can be completely debt

free... withOUT changing your budget. A FREE Savings Analysis takes just 5 to

10 minutes. No "personal" info is needed for this confidential analysis... only

the balances, interest rates, and payment amounts for your debts, along with

an idea of income. The savings results are tied to the GUARANTEE. Our

average client is saving over $120,000 and paying off a 30 year mortgage

(and ALL debt) in just 7-11 years. Your savings might be a bit less, or more,

but it only takes a few minutes to find out.

~~ Marketing made easy… and FREE!

Are you a professionals or business owner?  This is a program YOU can refer

clients and friends to. The Worth Account is a perfect "value added" service

you can tell clients about - simply directing them to a free Savings Analysis.

You never "sell" the program, simply refer.

For you, it's a way to insure your client base is more credit-worthy and

financially sound. For your clients... it’s a BETTER way to get ahead

financially… no books to read, no spread sheets to fuss with... just a simple

and easy program to follow... a way that will strengthen families and solidify

financial futures.

~~ Referring to Worth Unlimited is EASY!  
We give you a FREE “turn key” system so all YOU have to do is “plug in.”

Marketing materials include…

•    Banner ads for your website

•    Pre-written articles for blogs & newsletters

•    Webinars you can invite supporters to

•    Special Facebook “timeline ads”

•    Your own “marketing” person to help you design unique campaigns

around this program

You are rewarded with…

•    Up to $1000 per referral/sale

•    3 referral appts a week = about $3000 a month

•    5 referral appts a week = about $7000 a month

•    Bonus $$ based on volume

•    Additional promotional programs

We make it easy for you to plug into this program:

Questions now?  http://WorthPartner.com 

Call  – Sue, at 407-443-0348

or email her at: unlimitedworth@gmail.com 

Want a Free Savings Analysis? Call Toll-Free: 800-224-1053
You need a referral ID# to get a Savings Analysis done, so if you were

referred by a friend, or professional, get that from them.  If not, use

Referral ID #988047.  The company will simply ask you for your "debt

numbers" - balances, % rates, payment amounts, along with an idea of

average income. You will NOT need to provide any "identifying" information;

no account numbers, names of accounts or social security numbers. No credit

check is run or needed.http://WorthPartner.com

THE HISTORY OF THE WORTH ACCOUNT

The early beginnings of Worth Unlimited shows a history of stewardship and

care for others and, now, this all new program takes technology and

financial management to the next level, winning awards and over 70,000

clients, to date.

+3   Recommend this on Google
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Banks & Lenders; Benefits of Being a Worth

Referral Partner

In this economy lenders have various concerns, all inter-twined, but all

related to one thing: their clients credit-worthiness.

While not everything is within the control of lenders, or even their clients,

there is something that can be done to help insure a profitable and stable

relationship into the future.

Let’s look at the statistics…

More than 30 percent (almost 1 out of 3) of the U.S.  U.S. Federal Housing

Administration loans originated from 2007 through 2009 will be delinquent

within five years and the agency’s data UNDERestimate that risk, according

to a study by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York and New York University

(read more).

Of course lenders have a lot of different things to be concerned about.  They

include…

Falling credit scores among potential borrowers

Higher debt to income ratios

Decreased approval rates among applicants

Increased default rates in an uncertain economy

Then there are their INTERNAL concerns…

Loan officer retention. Can their best commission based LO's make

enough income so they don’t risk losing them to a competitor?

Are they losing potential clients/borrowers to competitors with

different, or better, mortgage programs?

WOW…  and, of course, the CLIENTS have many of these same concerns as

well, as it gets harder and harder to finance a home, and do so with a sense

of security for the future.

The Worth Account, by Worth Unlimited is the answer!  What IS the Worth

Account?

We call it a “Personal Economic Recovery System.”

It’s actually an intuitive, interactive and AWARD WINNING financial

management system that consists of both an online software program AND

unlimited, live support, from a Worth Coach.

The average Worth Unlimited client is paying off ALL their debt in 7-11

years.  This includes a 30-year mortgage (as well as consumer or student

debt) and, best of all, does NOT require them to change their budget!

Results for Worth Unlimited clients include an average of over $120,000 in

interest savings.  That’s $900 in interest savings (amortized) for each month

they use the program till debt free.

HOW does the program work?  It works GREAT!  (Obviously)  

The “how does it do that?” includes banking strategies that utilize factorial

math algorithms which advise the client when to move money (and how

much) in order to get the client to the quickest way to zero debt, paying the

least in interest.

We know that's a "mouthful," but do clients need to know “how” it does this? 

Not really.  They just need to know that the “math” gives them an extra

“edge” over what even the most disciplined financial “pro” could do on their

own; hence the Awards the company has won, and it’s “A” rating in the

Better Business Bureau.  This software is sophisticated in it's design... but

SIMPLE to use.

Another “how” simply involves this:  financial discipline.

In studies it has been shown that, of all the people who visit a financial

planner, that only about 14% of them will stick to that financial plan through

the end of year one.  By year two, it drops to 11%. 

There are many reasons why people are not as financially disciplined, as they

would like to be. Our consumer culture offers many temptations.  Most of us

are not “educated” in the ways of finance, and simply don’t understand the

impact our spending has.

But, most of all, until now, there has not been a tool that really shows us the

“big picture” of our financial life and, as the Worth account does, also

calculates and advises the "roadmap" to debt elimination and wealth

building.

This is what the Worth Account does.  It pulls every aspect of a client’s

financial picture together into one central dashboard showing them exactly

when they will be debt free, how to get there, and exactly how each and

every aspect of their spending is impacting that goal.

When you SEE it… you can AFFECT it.

How successful is the Worth Account in helping people to “stick to” their

financial plan?

95% of client are STILL “on track” after 4 years.   Not one year –

FOUR years!

The average client is getting 20% BETTER savings than was

projected for them when they first activated on the system. 

There are over 70,000 Worth clients.

So, a client who’s Savings Analysis shows they will be debt free in 10 years,

and save over $100,000 in interest?  They have a good shot at doing it in 8

years and saving over $120,000 instead.  

Think this MOTIVATES clients?  You betcha!

So… how does this HELP Banks and Lenders?

Very simply:  The Worth Account is a perfect “value added” service that a

lender can offer to a client at “point of sale” (or application).  A tool that,

once a lender gets their client activated on it, will certainly increase the

success that client has with living up to their debt obligations.

The Worth Account helps clients create a solid financial foundation so that

they can “step up” their life and be a loyal REPEAT customer of that lender

as they buy their next home, or perhaps, income producing property and, of

course, as they REFER others.

Benefits to a LENDER or Bank that offers the Worth Account:

Helps clients increase credit scores and decrease debt to income

ratios (DTI)… so it’s GREAT for those “turn downs;” to improve

your approval rates in the future.

Helps clients build EQUITY in their real estate quicker… decreasing

“walk-aways” even in a less stable market and shortening time

between refinances or next home.

Attracts more clients interested in building real estate

INVESTMENT portfolios.  Clients can generally have 5 houses “free

and clear” in the time they would normally spend paying off 2 or

3.  For lenders, that’s more loans!

Prospecting and MARKETING!  Worth will provide you SEMINARS

and workshops that will bring NEW customers in your door and get

them EXCITED about doing business with YOU.

No extra time or “fuss.”  When you are a “Referral Partner” of

Worth, you need only refer your client for a free Savings Analysis

and you are done.  Worth Unlimited does ALL the work… from the

Analysis, through to the follow up and activation.

More MONEY per deal! When you refer a client to Worth

Unlimited… you will earn up to $1000 per client that get’s

activated.  Currently Worth is finding that about 80% of the

Savings Analysis done result in client activation.  Depending on

how you choose to structure it, you can allow LO’s to share in

that, meaning... more money for them that doesn’t come out of

YOUR Company’s pocket!   Now THAT’S “pay satisfaction!”

To talk to someone at Worth about setting up your bank, or LO's as part of

our Referral Program … call: 407-443-0348 or

email: unlimitedworth@gmail.com

unlimitedworth@gmail.com

BANKS & LENDERS; BENEFITS OF BEING A WORTH REFERRAL PARTNER

… HELPING CLIENTS TO HELP THEMSELVES REAPS BIG REWARDS FOR LENDERS.
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Personal Financial Stress Hurts Employee

Performance

By Dennis McCafferty  

from:  CIOInsight.com

Personal finance problems among a few employees wouldn't typically be your

concern. CIOs and other senior managers have often traditionally taken an

"MYOB" position on the subject.

But, the recent recession has hardly been typical, and it's still impacting

employees on and off the job, according to a survey from

PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC).

VIDEO:  Help Employees Help Themselves;

Worth as an Employee Benefit!

Employees are struggling with debt -- not for big-ticket purchases but for

day-to-day living needs. Many are dependent on credit cards because there's

simply no other way to pay the bills, and a significant share cannot meet

even the minimum monthly payment on those cards. The upshot: Financial

stress has emerged as a work distraction for some. And, while you may think

that your higher-paid performers are immune from these circumstances, the

survey reveals otherwise.

Not surprisingly, retirement planning for many professionals is now on "on

hold" for the indefinite future.

"The results clearly show that retirement is not the most pressing financial

concern weighing on employees' minds," says Kent Allison, partner in PwC's

financial education practice. "In addition, the financial distractions and

resulting levels of stress may cause a loss of productivity and have an impact

on employee health." 

More than 1,600 adults making at least $30,000 a year took part in the

research - CLICK to see the slide show and statistics on financial stress on

workplace performance.

Yet another study from 2009 identifies the impact employee's financial stress

has on higher costs and lower productivity, for their companies....

BY JENNY IVY

from: BenefitsPro.com

Employees are bringing their financial issues to work, and it's affecting their

employer's bottom line.

Workers' lack of financial knowledge and the distress that has resulted is

leading to employee productivity drains, turnover and increased benefits

cost, according to a new white paper released Wednesday by GuideSpark, a

company that delivers Web-based HR software.

The study found nearly 80 percent of financially distressed employees spend

time at work dealing with financial issues. Plus, more than 92 percent of

employees report losing sleep over money issues and financial stress is

leading to illness, absenteeism and increased health care costs.

"Employees are bringing their personal financial issues into the workplace

and affecting company goals," said John Wolff, vice president of financial

education, in a press statement. "Financial distress can drain 12 to 20 hours

of an employee's productive time at work--each month. It is definitely a

problem for employers."

GuideSpark says companies that implement financial wellness initiatives can

expect a return on investment of more than 3-to-1.

Financial education in the workplace has been largely limited to employee

benefit communications, with "lackluster" results, according to GuideSpark.

The company cited a recent Colonial Life survey of HR managers that shows

only 21 percent think their employees have a good understanding of their

benefits; 5 percent think their employees don't know anything about them.

The company says employers must implement much more effective programs

that "not only address workplace benefits but effectively tackle the broader

issue of personal financial security and planning."

The Pension Research Council agrees. The council released a working paper

this month emphasizing the importance of employer-provided financial

literacy programs, especially for workers nearing retirement.

"Employers have a vested interest in their employees making good

retirement choices that facilitate their transitions from the firm. For this

reason, workplace financial education is one of the best places for older

workers to enhance their financial literacy," write Robert L. Clark and

Melinda S. Morrill, authors of the council's report. "Survey evidence indicates

that participants in these programs can and do learn and on the basis of

their greater understanding of their retirement programs, employees

modify their retirement plans. Workers appreciate and value these programs

and give their employers credit for providing this employee benefits. For

employers, providing high quality programs can be a good business decision."

CLICK to download the "Research Works" PDF

.... education and a practical DIY tool, all rolled into one!

The Worth Account is a perfect solution to this problem and can be one of

the most beneficial "employee benefits" that a company could present to it's

employees.

While financial education and programs are a good "first step" they don't

provide what most people need most.... motivation and financial discipline.

 They supply the "why" but not the "willpower."

This is why the Worth Account was designed with psychological tools built in.

 It's almost as if the program was designed by a Harvard math geek and Dr.

Phil.

The Worth Account is an online financial management system.  It functions as

a financial dashboard, a financial GPS and a do-it-yourself financial coach -

all rolled into one.  But besides being a simple, do-it-yourself tool... it also

comes with something no other financial program does... unlimited client

support and coaching.

The coaches work one-on-one with clients to insure they understand the

program and can use it easily... clients report managing their financial life

takes only 10-20 minutes per month using the Worth Account.

"I decided to talk live with a trainer which worked great. The trainer was

knowledgeable, precise, and easy to talk with. Jake, my trainer,

communicated quickly & effectively about the program and it's nuances. In

an hour and a half, I was up to speed with the program and on my way!!!

Doesn't get a lot easier than that!"  ... Gregory M.

Additionally, Worth Account users are improving their credit scores, paying

off debt rapidly and... most importantly... staying ON TRACK with their

financial goals.

The Worth Account is SO good at motivating clients to stay on track that,

after the first four years of use - 95% of clients were still using the program

regularly to manage their financial goals - staying on their financial plan.  

Overall, clients are so successful using the system that over 20% are reporting

BETTER results than initially projected in their Savings Analysis.  Clients

report back...

"The program is an excellent tool for money management discipline. Sure

wish this was available to me much sooner in my life. Overall, thanks for an

excellent program."

...Omer & Juanita L

The average Worth Account client is saving over $120,000 and paying off ALL

their debt (including a 30 year mortgage), in 7-11 years.... withOUT changing

their budget.

The Worth Account has many "soft" benefits for employers as well.  Obviously

having employees that are not burdened by financial stress will increase

productivity, increase "pay satisfaction," lower stress related health issues

and decrease risk of internal theft.  

But consider this... on the flip side... one of the best things a company can

do to "lock in" a good employee is to encourage home owner-ship.  After all,

an employee that is "less mobile" is less likely to be lured away with promises

of slightly higher pay - especially if it means a move or longer commute.  

Because the Worth Account keeps people on track with their finances it also

raised credit scores as it's eliminating debt, thus getting people ready for the

responsibility of home ownership... 

"With the state of the economy and the level of consumer debt we had, we

could not quaify for a mortgage.  But with the Worth Account, we're going

to have our credit cards paid off and be in our new home quicker than we

ever imagined... we're so excited for the future!"  

... Sarah & Bill G.

Worth Unlimited is happy to work with Employers to explain how to

implement the Worth Account into their package of employee benefits.  Full

support in the way of educational seminars, flyers for pay envelopes, web

sites and banners for company websites... all are provided for an employer

that wants to present this option to it's employees.

Please contact a Worth Unlimited Agent or Referral Partner to get more

information about bringing this AWARD WINNING financial management

program on board with your company... and help your employees be more

successful in their financial lives!

If you don't have contact with a Worth representative yet, 

contact Sue Copening:  407-443-0348

Client info:  http://WorthClient.com

Referral info:  http://WorthPartner.com

PERSONAL FINANCIAL STRESS HURTS EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE

EMPLOYEE FINANCIAL STRESS HURTS COMPANY PERFORMANCE

THE WORTH ACCOUNT
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Churches & Non-Profits; Helping Others Brings

Great Rewards with this FREE Fundraiser

We do!

Let's face facts. America’s financial landscape has changed, but the needs

and desires of our people have not.  Debt, homeownership, college,

retirement?  … how to get ahead?

Did you know that (according to numerous studies) over 50% of divorces are

caused by financial issues?   This makes financial management, and debt, the

single biggest threat to families.  It robs parents of time with their children,

it robs children of college and a better future, it can mean the loss of a

home, and tear families apart.

Currently, even families with better financial pictures have budgets that are

a source of stress.  Employment studies show that 29% of employees have job

productivity & performance that is affected by financial stress, jeopardizing

others safety, and the jobs themselves.

Did you know that, according to the small business administration, over 45%

of business failures are due to financial management issues? Good money

management is at the root of success in many areas of life.

Churches & Non-Profits affected by debt too.

How does this affect YOU, and your organization?  Obviously, tightening of

belts means your congregants, and/or supporters of your non-profit, have

less left over for things like tithing, charitable donations and gifts of time,

such as volunteerism.

Perhaps you have employees who are feeling the financial reins tightening as

well.

GREAT NEWS!

CharityNET and ChurchNET have found THE SOLUTION!

BizCentralUSA, CharityNet & ChurchNet are a leading provider of services in

the US for non-profits, churches and small-medium sized businesses.  With

over 30 different services they provide to over 13,000 clients nationwide,

they have their finger on the pulse of the faith-based community and the

world of non-profits.

CEO, Efrain Rodriguez, is a CPA by profession.  When Efrain looked at the

Worth Account he recognized what a wonderful tool it is and, while Efrain is

debt free himself... he's that way because he used the same mathematical

principles programmed into the Worth software, to get his mortgage paid off

in under ten years. As a CPA, he also had the discipline and knowledge

required to pull off that feat. Efrain thinks everyone should be debt free but

recognizes that most of us don't have the time, knowledge, math skills, and

discipline, required to meet this challenge on our own.

So... with the knowledge of a program that can truly help the vast majority

of Americans with their number one concern... debt and financial stability,

Efrain went to work with the folks at Worth Unlimited (and myself), to make

the Worth Account a truly unique FUNDRAISER for churches and non-profits!

How the Fundraising part works...

The marketing model for the Worth Account has always been based on

referrals... usually from financial planners, lenders, insurance and

investment professionals and realtors (though we have also had many

churches involved as well).  A network of Agents did a Savings Analysis for a

potential client.. and the activation of the program.

Now however, the model has changed... and all Analysis, Presentations and

Sales are done in-house.

This now opens the door for ANYONE to basically... "Refer & Earn!"

Guess what... your organization can do the same and in a way that is no

different than how you interact with other Sponsors of your group.

So we want to introduce you to an AWARD winning product with a

“Fundraising Program” attached to it that can easily return thousands to your

organization on a consistent basis.

Every time a follower clicks on a Worth banner on your website, reads an

article in your newsletter or blog, and follows that to the Worth website to

get a FREE Savings Analysis... it is tracked.

When a client activates on the program... your organization, or church
will receive up to $1000.

This product helps your supporters in a very substantial way while it raises

much needed money for your organization. 

How does the program itself work?  What IS it?

It’s called “the “Worth Account” from Worth Unlimited. 

The Worth Account is a “financial GPS” system… hands down the best

program we’ve seen for helping individuals, organizations and business

owners more easily, and efficiently, manage finances, pay off debt, and

build net worth...  Savings results are even guaranteed!

How well does it work?   It works great!

This is a TWO part program consisting of both software AND unlimited

training & coaching to insure EASE of use.   Worth’s average client is saving

over $120,000 (amortized, that’s over $900 in interest savings, per month!),

and that is withOUT clients changing their budget!  It works just like a GPS

system, only for finances; pointing the user to the quickest way to zero debt

paying the least in interest.   For those with mortgages… 30 year mortgages,

and all debt, is paid off (on average) in 7-11 years.  This program can be used

to manage the finances of a small business or organization as easily as it does

personal finances.

Here's a short overview video: http://WorthGPS.com

PRE-VETTED!   ChurchNet and CharityNet looked into the Worth
Account... they did the research for you.

Here’s what what they found out…

This program was “born” in 2004, with a test market of 400 users.  Results

were greater than expected… with clients achieving an average of 20%

BETTER savings than initially projected and, 4 years later, with over 95% of

clients still engaged and using the system (this is important to note as any

program is only as valuable as it’s easy of use and ability to motivate users to

“stick to it”).

AWARD-WINNING…

This led the Founders and Innovators of this program to be awarded the 2008
Ernst & Young “Entrepreneur of the Year” award in Financial Services for

the Utah Region of the county, as well as the “Editors Choice Award” from

Personal Real Estate Investor Magazine.

Now, in 2012, the company has over 70,000 clients using the program, an

“A” rating in the Better Business Bureau, and has even picked up clients

and endorsers like Mark Victor Hansen, author of “One Minute Millionaire”

& “Chicken Soup for the Soul”) and T.Harv Eker, author of “Secrets of the

Millionaire Mind.” 

The company has been featured on the COVERS of several real estate and

financially related magazines including “Broker Banker Magazine” – who's

publisher stated…

“I’ve never publicly or personally endorsed and product or service. 

However I’m endorsing this one… it’s the real deal.” …Brian Topor, Exec

Publisher, Broker Banker Magazine.

Other magazines that have featured the company are “Personal Real Estate

Investor” and “Mortgage Planner.”  

Over the years, many Churches, and faith based organizations have been

involved with the company as well, using the program to promote good

principles of stewardship and encouraging followers to stop being “debt

slaves” and free themselves to spend more time with their families and

communities.

FUNDRAISING made easy… and FREE!

This is a program YOU can be proud to point your supporters to.  It’s a

BETTER way to get ahead financially… a way that will strengthen their

family, solidify their financial future… a way that frees up more resources to

HELP OTHERS.

Best of all… CharityNet and ChurchNet have been working with Worth

Unlimited to design a FREE “turn key” fundraiser so all YOU have to do is

“plug in.” 

 

The fundraising program includes…

Banner ads for your website

Pre-written articles for your newsletter, websites or magazines

Webinars you can invite supporters to

Your own “liaison” to field phone calls and answer questions

Your own “marketing” person to help you design unique campaigns

around this program.

Your organization is rewarded with…

15-30% back to your group, thats...

Up to $1000 per sale achieved through your “referrals”

3 per week = about $3000/month

5 per week = about $7000/month

Bonus $$ based on volume

Additional promotional programs

View this "on-demand" webinar now: (click)

The Webinar will introduce you to Jason Brown, Worth Unlimited’s National

VP of Sales.  Introduction by Tom Reich, of ChurchNet & CharityNet.  Jason

will show you exactly HOW this program achieves the results it does, and

we’ll discuss how easy it is for your organization to plug into this program as,

what we believe, is the most worthy and beneficial FUNDRAISER we’ve seen.

Absolutely NO COST for your non-profit or church to set this up. 

Questions now?  Call – Sue, at 407-443-0348 

or email her at: unlimitedworth@gmail.com 

CHURCHES & NON-PROFITS; HELPING OTHERS BRINGS GREAT REWARDS
WITH THIS FREE FUNDRAISER

Stewardship – Full Circle!  Encouragement of good financial stewardship can

bring great rewards. This totally free fundraising program is a lifeline for

your supporters AND produces much needed resources for your organization.

Question... how many of your supporters, sponsors or donors return up to

$1000 to your church or organization when they get a new client from your

membership?  
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Justin Harper and
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sunny Orlando,

Florida.  We love

showing professionals
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